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This talk

1. Review of binary population synthesis (BPS)
✤ Comparison of BPS codes (PopCORN)

2. Review of SNIa rates and delay times
✤ For different channels



Binary population synthesis 



Binary population synthesis 

✤ Simulate the evolution of a large number of binaries
✤ From ZAMS to remnant formation (or any desired evolutionary phase)
✤ At each timestep for each binary take into account relevant physics, 

e.g. processes as stellar winds, mass transfer (stability), mass accretion, 
angular momentum loss, tidal evolution

✤ Folding with: 
✤ Initial distribution of:

✤ mass of (primary stars)
✤ mass ratio
✤ orbital separation
✤ eccentricity 

✤ Star formation history



Binary population synthesis 

✤ Stellar evolution
✤ Stellar winds

✤ Stellar dynamics
✤ Stability of mass transfer 
✤ Physics of mass transfer
✤ Mass loss and accretion
✤ Angular momentum loss
✤ mass loss
✤ gravitational waves
✤ magnetic braking
✤ Tidal effects
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Binary population synthesis 

✤ Stellar evolution
✤ Stellar winds

✤ Stellar dynamics
✤ Stability of mass transfer 
✤ Physics of mass transfer
✤ Mass loss and accretion
✤ Angular momentum loss
✤ Mass loss
✤ Gravitational waves
✤ Magnetic braking
✤ Tidal effects



Binary population synthesis 
✤ Study e.g.

✤ characteristics of a binary population (e.g. mass ratio distribution, 
period distribution)

✤ frequency of an astrophysical event
✤ chemical enrichment of a region

✤ Rapid calculation
✤ Simplifying assumptions  (e.g. straightforward prescriptions for the 

stability and rate of mass transfer)

✤ Hybrid method: 
✤ Calculations with detailed stellar evolution code + population 

synthesis code (e.g. Chen+’14, Wang+’15, Liu+’16)



Binary population synthesis 
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Binary population synthesis 

No interaction
Stable mass transfer
Common-Envelope

progenitors of WD+MS
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Population synthesis comparison



Population synthesis comparison

PopCORN!

Are different results caused by 

accuracy or assumptions?



PopCORN

ref:  Toonen et al. 2014

Binary population synthesis 
codes:
✤ Binary_c (Izzard et al. 2004, 2006, 

2009, Claeys et al. 2014. Based on Hurley 
et al.2000 & 2002)

✤ Brussels code (De Donder & Van 
Beveren et al. 2004, Mennekens et al. 
2010 )

✤ SeBa (Portegies Zwart & Verbunt 
1996, Nelemans et al. 2001, Toonen et al. 
2012, 2013) 

✤ StarTrack (Belczynski et al. 2008, 
Ruiter et al. 2009)

Most simple comparison:
✤ Equalize assumptions where 

possible
✤ Study inherent differences in 

codes

Focus on two populations:
✤ Single white dwarf + non-

degenerate companion
✤ Double white dwarf systems



WD + non-degenerate star

Similar simulated populations
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WD + non-degenerate star

Similar simulated populations
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No interaction
Common-Envelope
Stable mass transfer



PopCORN

ref: Toonen, Claeys, Mennekens, Ruiter 2014

see also: www.astro.ru.nl/~silviato/popcorn

Inherent to the codes:
✤ Initial-Final mass relation
✤ Stability criterion
✤ Mass transfer rate
✤ Wind prescription
✤ He star evolution

Assumptions of this study:
✤ Same initial distributions (primary 

mass, mass ratio, separation)
✤ Same star formation history
✤ Conservative mass transfer to all 

types of stars
✤ Common envelope evolution 

prescription
✤ No tides, magnetic braking, wind 

accretion, eccentricities

Small differences due to input physics:
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PopCORN

✤ When input assumptions are equalized: different BPS codes 
give similar populations. 

✤ Differences are not caused by numerical differences, 
but can be explained by differences in the input physics

ref: Toonen, Claeys, Mennekens, Ruiter 2014

see also: www.astro.ru.nl/~silviato/popcorn

http://www.astro.ru.nl/~silviato/popcorn
http://www.astro.ru.nl/~silviato/popcorn


Rates of supernovae



Observational constraints
✤ Delay time distribution = 

SNIa rate per unit mass of created stars 
since a instantaneous starburst

(Time) Integrated rate 
(per 104 Msun)

(Maoz & Graur 2017)

(Time) Integrated rate 
(per 104 Msun)

(Maoz & Graur 2017)

Field galaxies 11.3±2.4

Volumetric rates 12.5±1.0

Galaxy clusters 59±25

✤ Delay time distribution declines ~ t-1.1

✤ Be careful with synthetic Galactic rate: Dependent on star formation rate

                                                      

Star formation, SNe, iron and α 3

Figure 1. Volumetric field SN Ia rates as a function of redshift. The solid
curve gives the best-fit model SN Ia rate evolution obtained by convolving
the SFH of MD14 with a DTD that is a tα power law with α = −1.1± 0.1,
shown in Fig. 2. To illustrate the relation between the SFH and the SN Ia
rate, we plot (dashed curve) the MD14 SFH, scaled to have its maximum at
the same level as that of the best-fitting SN rate evolution. All measurements
at z < 1 are denoted with circles, while measurements at z ≥ 1 are denoted
with various symbols, as marked. The most precise measurements at each
redshift are highlighted with filled symbols; at z> 1.5, all measurements are
shown (Table 1). Measurements with lower precision at z < 1 are listed as
‘various’ and were taken from Cappellaro, Evans & Turatto (1999); Hardin
et al. (2000); Pain et al. (2002); Tonry et al. (2003); Blanc et al. (2004);
Botticella et al. (2008); Horesh et al. (2008); Rodney & Tonry (2010); Li
et al. (2011b); and Melinder et al. (2012).

sentation of MD14,

ψ(z) = 0.7×0.015
(1+ z)2.7

1+ [(1+ z)/2.9]5.6 M⊙ yr−1 Mpc−3, (1)

where the 0.7 pre-factor accounts for the conversion from the
Salpeter (1955) IMF assumed by MD14, to the ‘diet-Salpeter’ IMF
(Bell et al. 2003) that we consistently adopt here. Figure 1 shows
the compilation of volumetric field SN Ia rates as a function of red-
shift, as already shown in Graur et al. (2014). The solid curve gives
the best-fit model SN Ia rate evolution obtained by convolving the
MD14 SFH with a range of trial DTDs. The trial DTDs have zero
rates from time t= 0 to t= 40 Myr (corresponding to the time of for-
mation of the first white dwarfs in a stellar population). They then
rise instantaneously to a maximum level that is a free parameter,
and then decline according to a power law in time, with a power-
law index, α, that is a free parameter. When fitting only the more
precise among the measurements in Figure 1 (shown with filled
symbols and summarised in Table 1), the best fit is α = −1.1± 0.1
(χ2 = 7 for 19 degrees of freedom). Fitting all the measurements
shown in Figure 1 gives a similar result: α = −1.13±0.08 (χ2 = 36
for 56 degrees of freedom). The Hubble-time-integrated SN Ia pro-
duction efficiency is N/M� = 1.25±0.10 SNe per 1000 M⊙ of stel-
lar mass formed.

Figure 2 shows this best-fitting DTD, along with DTD mea-
surements from other samples and methods, as decribed above and
listed in Table 2. Also shown is the best-fitting DTD previously ob-
tained by Graur et al. (2014) based on the same SN Ia volumetric
rates, but using the factor ∼ 2 higher SFH of Yüksel et al. (2008).

Figure 2. Best-fitting field DTD (solid curve with blue uncertainty bowtie)
that, when convolved with the MD14 SFH, matches the SN Ia rate evo-
lution, as shown in Fig. 1. The DTD previously obtained by Graur et al.
(2014) based on the same SN Ia volumetric rates (Fig. 1), but using the fac-
tor ∼ 2 higher SFH of Yüksel et al. (2008), is shown with a dotted curve.
Previous DTDs based on field-galaxy SN surveys are also shown, as well the
higher-normalisation DTD (blue points) obtained from SN Ia rates in galaxy
clusters (Maoz et al. 2010). Vertical error bars denote 1σ errors, and hori-
zontal error bars show the time bin of each measurement. The best-fitting
galaxy-cluster DTD, fitted to the higher-normalisation DTD measurements,
is shown as a dashed curve with a red uncertainty bowtie.

The lower SFH of MD14 naturally requires convolution with a
higher-normalised DTD in order to match the same observed evo-
lution of the SN Ia rate (Fig.1). As seen in Figure 2, all of the field-
galaxy-based DTD determinations are now consistent in both shape
and normalisation. Considering both the individual uncertainties
from each determination and the spread among the different meth-
ods, we estimate a power-law index α=−1.13±0.06 and a Hubble-
time-integrated SN Ia production efficiency of N/M� = 1.13±0.24
SNe per 1000 M⊙ of stellar mass formed (χ2 = 10 for 5 degrees
of freedom). This value is consistent with that from the best-fit
DTD to the volumetric SN Ia rates in Figure 1: N/M� = 1.25±0.10
SNe per 1000 M⊙ of stellar mass formed. As already noted, the
galaxy-cluster DTD has a higher normalisation, of N/M� = (3.4–
8.4)× 10−3 M⊙−1 (see Maoz et al. 2010). Using the observed SN-
rate-based points in clusters and the normalisation constraint, the
cluster DTD’s power-law index is α = −1.38+0.31

−0.06. The derived
DTD parameters are summarised in Table 3.

3 IRON AND α-ELEMENT BUILDUP HISTORY

Iron is produced and dispersed solely by SNe Ia and CC SNe. The
predominant stable isotope of iron, 56Fe, is a beta-decay product
of the 56Ni synthesized in SNe, through its daughter nucleus 56Co.
The energy release from this decay chain is the main driver of SN Ia
light curve luminosity (see Graur et al. 2016c regarding the dom-
inance of the 57Co decay chain at late times), but plays a signifi-
cant energetic role in many CC SN light curves as well. The final
56Fe yield can therefore be estimated for both types of SN light
curves. The yield in other iron isotopes can be estimated from de-
tailed spectroscopic modeling of SN events. There is thus a good
semi-empirical handle on the total iron yield of different SN types.

MNRAS 000, 1–9 (2017)



Formation channels
✤ Double degenerate channel    

(Iben & Tutukov ’84, Webbink ’84)
Traditionally:
✤ Single degenerate channel 

(Whelan & Iben ’73)



Single-degenerate channel



ref: Nelemans, Toonen, Bours 2013

Single-degenerate channel

Delay time distribution

3 General characteristics:
1. SD SNIa rates are low

✤ Synthetic rate:
✤ 0.006-3 per 104 Msun

✤ Observed rate:
✤ ~10-60 per 104 Msun

2. Rates vary by factor ≤5000
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Efficiency of mass accretion

Based on Nomoto et al. 2007
Based on Ruiter et al. 2009
Based on Yungelson et al. 2010
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Large uncertainties stimulate new studies 
(e.g. Idan+ 13, Newsham+ 13, Wolf+ 13, Hillman+ 15, Denissenkov+ 17) 

✤ Common-envelope phase
✤ Optically thick wind  

(Hachisu+ 99, Nomoto+ 07, 
Kobayashi+ 09)

✤ Super-Eddington wind   
(Ma+ ’13, Wang+ ‘ 15)



Single-degenerate channel
3 General characteristics:
1. SD SNIa rates are low
2. Rates vary by factor ≤ 5000, due to:

✤ Accretion efficiency
✤ factor >1000 (Bours+ 13)

✤ Crucial! 

    If completely conservative accretion: 
✤ Synthetic rate:

✤ ~13 per 104 Msun      (Claeys+ 14)

✤ Observed rate:
✤ ~10-20 per 104 Msun
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Single-degenerate channel

3 General characteristics:
1. SD SNIa rates are low
2. Rates vary by factor ≤ 5000, due to:

✤ Accretion efficiency
✤ factor >1000 (Bours+ 2013)

✤ Crucial! 
✤ Accretion rates

✤ factor ~~ 2-3 (Chen+ 2015)

✤ Mass transfer cycles
✤ factor ~ 2-3 (Wang+ 10,  Toonen+ 14)

✤ Prior evolution: Common-envelope phase
✤ factor ~3-4 (e.g. Ruiter+09, Mennekens+ ’10,  Toonen+17)



Prior evolution
✤ Progress in understanding common-envelope evolution! 

✤ Based on WD-MS systems from SDSS (Rebassa-Mansergas+ 07, Nebot Gómez-
Morán+ 11, Zorotovic+ 11)

✤ Observed period distribution: few hours - few days (Nebot+ 11)

✤ Theory predict periods up to hundreds of days

✤ Evolution! Not selection effects! (Toonen+ 13)

✤ Orbits shrink more during common-envelope phase (Zorotovic+ 11,14, 
Toonen+ 13, Camacho+ 14)

✤ Not clear a priori that this result is applicable to SD SNIa 
progenitors (Toonen+ 17)



ref: Nelemans, Toonen, Bours 2013

Delay time distribution

Single-degenerate channel
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3 General characteristics:
1. SD SNIa rates are low
2. Rates vary by factor ≤ 5000
3. few SNIa at long delay times                   
         > few Gyr    



Spin-up Spin-down
Accretion of angular momentum (Justham 11,  Di Stefano+ 11,  Hachisu+ 12): 

✤ Spins up WD

✤ Increases critical mass Mcrit for explosion

✤ Differential rotation: Mcrit ~2-4 Msun (Ostriker+ 68, Yoon+ 04, 05)

✤ Solid body rotation: Mcrit ~1.43-1.5 Msun (Saio+ 04, Piro+ 08)

✤ Prompt detonation if Mcrit < Mwd during mass transfer

✤ Delayed if Mchan < Mwd < Mcrit

✤ Delay can be significant (e.g. magnetodipole radiation: Ilkov+ 11: ~108-109 yr)

✤ Frequent (Wang+14: 77% of SD, Benvenuto+ 15: 33% of SD)

✤ Donor star has become a compact object (Justham 11,  Di Stefano+ 11)

✤ Range of  WD masses & brightnesses (Hachisu+12)



Single-degenerate channel
3 General characteristics:
1. SD SNIa rates are low
2. Rates vary by factor ≤ 5000
3. few SNIa at long delay times                   
         > few Gyr    



Hydrogen donors:
1. SD SNIa rates are low
2. Rates vary by factor ≤ 5000
3. few SNIa at long delay times                   
         > few Gyr    

Single-degenerate channel



Single-degenerate channel

Helium-rich donors:
✤ SNIa Rates are low 

✤ 0.15 per 104 Msun

✤ Short delay times
✤ few 100 Myr (Ruiter+ 09, 

Wang+ 09, Claeys+ 13) ref: Claeys+ 13

tekst

Hydrogen donors:
1. SD SNIa rates are low
2. Rates vary by factor ≤ 5000
3. few SNIa at long delay times                   
         > few Gyr    



Double-degenerate channel



2 General characteristics:
✤ Consistent shape 

✤ amongst BPS studies
✤ with observations

✤ DD rates are high-ish
✤ Synthetic rate:

✤ 2-6 per 104 Msun

✤ Observed rate:
✤ ~10-60 per 104Msun 

Double-degenerate channel

Delay time distribution
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Figure 8
Observed versus theoretical delay-time distributions (DTDs). In both panels, points and the straight black lines are some of the
observationally derived DTDs discussed here. Colored curves are theoretical DTDs adapted from the compilation of binary population
synthesis predictions for (a) double-degenerate (DD) models and (b) single-degenerate (SD) models by Nelemans, Toonen & Bours
(2013), who adjusted all models to have the same physical input parameters. All DTDs, observed and theoretical, are shown with a
consistently assumed definition (SNe per year per formed stellar mass) and a consistent initial mass function. The Toonen, Nelemans
& Portegies Zwart (2012) curve shown here corrects a misprint in the plot shown in Nelemans, Toonen & Bours (2013).

Roche lobe. The long evolutionary time of the low-mass donor can produce a SD model with
long delay times. Hachisu, Kato & Nomoto (2008b) proposed that this same optically thick wind
can strip mass from donors in the traditional main-sequence model, and thereby raise the mass
range for donor stars up to 8 M!, thus extending the SD model also to short delay times. Studies
using these extended parameter ranges to calculate the DTD on the basis of BPS (Meng & Yang
2010; Mennekens et al. 2010; Wang, Li & Han 2010; Bours, Toonen & Nelemans 2013) have
typically found DTDs that are indeed broader and (depending on how massive the donors are
that are allowed) extend to short delay times, but find very few systems with giant donors. The
reason is that the required period range for such systems, of a few hundreds of days, is sparsely
populated in BPS models by postcommon-envelope binaries (see Yungelson & Livio 2000). There
are known examples of symbiotic binaries (e.g., T CrB, RS Oph) and post-AGB-star binaries (see
van Winckel et al. 2009) observed in that period range, but their statistical fraction is unclear.
Hachisu, Kato & Nomoto (1999) proposed that many wide systems can evolve into this period
range by interaction of the binary with the slow wind of the giant, although the efficiency of
this process is debated. Combining all of these effects, Hachisu, Kato & Nomoto (2008a) have
suggested that a combination of SD main-sequence and red-giant channels could together give a
"t#1-shaped DTD. The He SD channel is expected to contribute at short delay times (!108 year),
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Figure 8
Observed versus theoretical delay-time distributions (DTDs). In both panels, points and the straight black lines are some of the
observationally derived DTDs discussed here. Colored curves are theoretical DTDs adapted from the compilation of binary population
synthesis predictions for (a) double-degenerate (DD) models and (b) single-degenerate (SD) models by Nelemans, Toonen & Bours
(2013), who adjusted all models to have the same physical input parameters. All DTDs, observed and theoretical, are shown with a
consistently assumed definition (SNe per year per formed stellar mass) and a consistent initial mass function. The Toonen, Nelemans
& Portegies Zwart (2012) curve shown here corrects a misprint in the plot shown in Nelemans, Toonen & Bours (2013).

Roche lobe. The long evolutionary time of the low-mass donor can produce a SD model with
long delay times. Hachisu, Kato & Nomoto (2008b) proposed that this same optically thick wind
can strip mass from donors in the traditional main-sequence model, and thereby raise the mass
range for donor stars up to 8 M!, thus extending the SD model also to short delay times. Studies
using these extended parameter ranges to calculate the DTD on the basis of BPS (Meng & Yang
2010; Mennekens et al. 2010; Wang, Li & Han 2010; Bours, Toonen & Nelemans 2013) have
typically found DTDs that are indeed broader and (depending on how massive the donors are
that are allowed) extend to short delay times, but find very few systems with giant donors. The
reason is that the required period range for such systems, of a few hundreds of days, is sparsely
populated in BPS models by postcommon-envelope binaries (see Yungelson & Livio 2000). There
are known examples of symbiotic binaries (e.g., T CrB, RS Oph) and post-AGB-star binaries (see
van Winckel et al. 2009) observed in that period range, but their statistical fraction is unclear.
Hachisu, Kato & Nomoto (1999) proposed that many wide systems can evolve into this period
range by interaction of the binary with the slow wind of the giant, although the efficiency of
this process is debated. Combining all of these effects, Hachisu, Kato & Nomoto (2008a) have
suggested that a combination of SD main-sequence and red-giant channels could together give a
"t#1-shaped DTD. The He SD channel is expected to contribute at short delay times (!108 year),
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2 General characteristics:
✤ Consistent shape 

✤ amongst BPS studies
✤ with observations

✤ DD rates are high-ish
✤ Synthetic rate:

✤ 2-6 per 104 Msun

✤ Observed rate:
✤ ~10-60 per 104Msun 

✤ But do DD mergers 
lead to SNIa ??

Double-degenerate channel

Delay time distribution
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Figure 8
Observed versus theoretical delay-time distributions (DTDs). In both panels, points and the straight black lines are some of the
observationally derived DTDs discussed here. Colored curves are theoretical DTDs adapted from the compilation of binary population
synthesis predictions for (a) double-degenerate (DD) models and (b) single-degenerate (SD) models by Nelemans, Toonen & Bours
(2013), who adjusted all models to have the same physical input parameters. All DTDs, observed and theoretical, are shown with a
consistently assumed definition (SNe per year per formed stellar mass) and a consistent initial mass function. The Toonen, Nelemans
& Portegies Zwart (2012) curve shown here corrects a misprint in the plot shown in Nelemans, Toonen & Bours (2013).

Roche lobe. The long evolutionary time of the low-mass donor can produce a SD model with
long delay times. Hachisu, Kato & Nomoto (2008b) proposed that this same optically thick wind
can strip mass from donors in the traditional main-sequence model, and thereby raise the mass
range for donor stars up to 8 M!, thus extending the SD model also to short delay times. Studies
using these extended parameter ranges to calculate the DTD on the basis of BPS (Meng & Yang
2010; Mennekens et al. 2010; Wang, Li & Han 2010; Bours, Toonen & Nelemans 2013) have
typically found DTDs that are indeed broader and (depending on how massive the donors are
that are allowed) extend to short delay times, but find very few systems with giant donors. The
reason is that the required period range for such systems, of a few hundreds of days, is sparsely
populated in BPS models by postcommon-envelope binaries (see Yungelson & Livio 2000). There
are known examples of symbiotic binaries (e.g., T CrB, RS Oph) and post-AGB-star binaries (see
van Winckel et al. 2009) observed in that period range, but their statistical fraction is unclear.
Hachisu, Kato & Nomoto (1999) proposed that many wide systems can evolve into this period
range by interaction of the binary with the slow wind of the giant, although the efficiency of
this process is debated. Combining all of these effects, Hachisu, Kato & Nomoto (2008a) have
suggested that a combination of SD main-sequence and red-giant channels could together give a
"t#1-shaped DTD. The He SD channel is expected to contribute at short delay times (!108 year),
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Figure 8
Observed versus theoretical delay-time distributions (DTDs). In both panels, points and the straight black lines are some of the
observationally derived DTDs discussed here. Colored curves are theoretical DTDs adapted from the compilation of binary population
synthesis predictions for (a) double-degenerate (DD) models and (b) single-degenerate (SD) models by Nelemans, Toonen & Bours
(2013), who adjusted all models to have the same physical input parameters. All DTDs, observed and theoretical, are shown with a
consistently assumed definition (SNe per year per formed stellar mass) and a consistent initial mass function. The Toonen, Nelemans
& Portegies Zwart (2012) curve shown here corrects a misprint in the plot shown in Nelemans, Toonen & Bours (2013).

Roche lobe. The long evolutionary time of the low-mass donor can produce a SD model with
long delay times. Hachisu, Kato & Nomoto (2008b) proposed that this same optically thick wind
can strip mass from donors in the traditional main-sequence model, and thereby raise the mass
range for donor stars up to 8 M!, thus extending the SD model also to short delay times. Studies
using these extended parameter ranges to calculate the DTD on the basis of BPS (Meng & Yang
2010; Mennekens et al. 2010; Wang, Li & Han 2010; Bours, Toonen & Nelemans 2013) have
typically found DTDs that are indeed broader and (depending on how massive the donors are
that are allowed) extend to short delay times, but find very few systems with giant donors. The
reason is that the required period range for such systems, of a few hundreds of days, is sparsely
populated in BPS models by postcommon-envelope binaries (see Yungelson & Livio 2000). There
are known examples of symbiotic binaries (e.g., T CrB, RS Oph) and post-AGB-star binaries (see
van Winckel et al. 2009) observed in that period range, but their statistical fraction is unclear.
Hachisu, Kato & Nomoto (1999) proposed that many wide systems can evolve into this period
range by interaction of the binary with the slow wind of the giant, although the efficiency of
this process is debated. Combining all of these effects, Hachisu, Kato & Nomoto (2008a) have
suggested that a combination of SD main-sequence and red-giant channels could together give a
"t#1-shaped DTD. The He SD channel is expected to contribute at short delay times (!108 year),
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Violent merger models
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can be avoided:

✤ During merger phase    
(e.g. Pakmor+ 10,11,12, Guillochon
+10, Moll+ 14, Sato+ 16) 

✤ During remnant phase   
(e.g. van Kerkwijk+ 10, Raskin+ 14, 
Sato+ 15)
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Integrated rate (per 104 Msun)Integrated rate (per 104 Msun)

Observations 10-60

Standard DD M1+M2 >1.38 2-3.3

Pakmor+ 10,11,12
q>0.8, M1>0.8 0.8

Pakmor+ 10,11,12
q>0.9, M1>0.8 0.4-0.5

Sato+ 15 0.9<M1,2<1.1 0.2

Sato+ 16 q>0.8 M1-0.84 0.6

v. Kerkwijk+ 10
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v. Kerkwijk+ 10
q>0.9 0.7-1.1

Sato+ 15 0.7<M1<0.9, 
M1+M2>1.38 0.7-0.78
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Violent merger models
✤ Luminosity of prompt mergers (Ruiter+ 12)

✤ Luminosity related to 56Ni produced in detonation primary WD
✤ Good match between predicted & observed distribution of 

explosion brightness
1430 A. J. Ruiter et al.

relationship is also shown in Fig. 4 (see Appendix B for coefficients
of the fit).

Recently, Pakmor et al. (2012) presented results from a complete
simulation of a prompt-detonation model for the merger of a CO
WD pair with mp = 1.1 and ms = 0.9 M!. The angle-averaged
peak brightness for this model is indicated in Fig. 4. As expected,
its peak brightness is very close (!Mbol " 0.2 mag) to that of
our equivalent single WD detonation model. We also show the
angle-averaged peak Mbol for the complete merger simulation of
Pakmor et al. (2010). Again, the agreement with our relation is good,
although the difference is slightly larger (!Mbol " 0.4 mag). These
comparisons lend credence to the approach we adopt to estimate the
peak brightness of WD merger models and suggest that our method
is accurate to a level of several tenths of a magnitude.

5 R ESULTS

5.1 Distribution of brightness

To convert the population synthesis data to a distribution of peak
brightness, we first select all systems from the binary population
synthesis calculation that lead to CO+CO mergers. From these we
identify those systems that will explode based on our mass ratio
cut (q > qc, and chosen values of "; Section 3). Finally, we apply
our mWD–Mbol relationship (Section 4) to derive the peak brightness
for each system from its primary WD mass. We exclude from our
analysis systems in which the primary WD is mp < 0.8 M!, for two
reasons. First, for such small primary masses the low densities make
it extremely challenging to ignite the detonation. Secondly, at low
mass the 56Ni yield is expected to be too small to give rise to a bright
transient even if a prompt detonation were to occur (see Table 1).
This effectively removes the majority of systems associated with
the low-mWD peak ("0.65 M!) from our analysis: those systems
are not promising candidates for the prompt detonation scenario
(although it has been suggested that explosion of such systems
might still occur, van Kerkwijk, Chang & Justham 2010; but see
also Shen et al. 2012).

Our computed brightness distribution is plotted in Fig. 5 for three
representative values of the " parameter in our prescription for qc

(see equation 1). We have restricted " to be positive, ensuring that
the critical q-value decreases with increasing mp (except for the
case where " = 0, where qc = 0.8 for all values of mp). We find
that for " # 1.5, nearly all of the primaries at the high-mass end
are included, so adopting larger values of " is unnecessary. Thus,
we choose two values of " which bracket the physically realistic
extremes: " = 0 and 1.5, and a third value " = 0.75 (the midpoint),
simply for illustrative purposes.5 We also show the result without
any q-cuts (i.e. all population synthesis data).

As shown in Fig. 5, our mWD-Mbol relationship converts the higher
mass peak of the mp distribution (Fig. 1, solid line) into a brightness
distribution with a clear peak around Mbol $ % 19 mag, a short tail
of brighter events, and a long tail stretching to fainter magnitudes.
The amplitude of the peak and to some degree its location depend
on our choice of ". For " = 1.5 (or higher), the high Mbol part
of the distribution is almost insensitive to the choice of " but for
smaller values (e.g. " = 0), a significant fraction of the high mp

systems are excluded. However, " does not qualitatively affect our
findings: the peak around Mbol "%19 mag is present in all cases –

5 We note that for our evolutionary example of a violent merger formation
channel described in Section 2.3 (qmerger = ms/mp = 0.774/1.185 = 0.653),
the necessary criteria leading to a SN Ia are satisfied for " > 0.74: " = 1.5
& qc = 0.530; " = 0.75 & qc = 0.651.

Figure 5. The predicted distribution of peak bolometric magnitude (Mbol)
obtained by combining the primary WD masses from the model of Ruiter
et al. (2011) with our mWD–Mbol relationship (Fig. 4). The black line shows
the results assuming that all mergers successfully lead to a prompt detona-
tion. The coloured lines show the effect of imposing cuts on the q-value of
the merger (requiring that q > qc) for different values of " (see text). The
grey histogram shows the absolute magnitude distribution derived from a
volume-limited sample of SNe Ia by Li et al. (2011, see their fig. 5). To
facilitate comparison of the shapes, the observational data have been scaled
to match the number of systems in our calculation for " = 0.75.

it is a consequence of the underlying shape of the mp distribution in
merging systems and the steepness of our mWD–Mbol relationship.

5.2 Comparison to observations

Recently, Li et al. (2011) presented pseudo-observed luminosity
functions for SNe Ia based on a sample of objects within 80 Mpc
from the Lick Observatory Supernova Search (LOSS; see e.g.
Leaman et al. 2011, for details). We compare the shape of their
volume-limited luminosity function to the results of our calcula-
tions in Fig. 5. In this comparison, we include all 74 of their SNe Ia
(regardless of subtype and host galaxy type) and, for convenience,
have arbitrarily rescaled the distribution to match the total number
of SNe Ia to that of our calculation for " = 0.75.

This comparison suggests that the prompt detonation violent
merger scenario could give rise to a brightness distribution of SNe Ia
that is fairly compatible with observations. In particular, the standard
model of Ruiter et al. (2011) predicts a large fraction of explosions
within a fairly narrow range of peak magnitude (!Mbol " 1 mag)
centred around Mbol " %19 mag, as is observed.

There are a number of important caveats to consider when inter-
preting the comparison in Fig. 5. First, the supernovae in the Li et al.
(2011) luminosity function have been corrected for Galactic extinc-
tion but not for host galaxy reddening, thus variations in extinction
from object to object will be responsible for some component of the
tail to lower peak magnitudes in the observed sample. Secondly, the
Li et al. (2011) data are not derived from complete sets of colour light
curves but are available only for the R band. However, this is not ex-
pected to significantly affect our results around the peak of our distri-
bution: in the complete merger simulation presented by Pakmor et al.
(2012), the difference in peak bolometric and R-band magnitudes
was Mbol % MR = 0. We note that Mbol % MR is expected to become
positive for subluminous mergers but for the systems of interest,
this should not be large effect compared to the bin size in Fig. 5 (in
the simulation of Pakmor et al. 2010, Mbol % MR " 0.4 mag.).

✤ Depends critically on one specific evolutionary phase (see also Chen+ 16)

✤ WD accretes from helium star
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Other channels?
✤ Observed rate still hard to 

reach
✤ Multiple channels 

contributing?
✤ Long delay times only reached 

by WD-WD mergers
✤ But spin-up spin-down...
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Conclusions
✤ Double-degenerate channel

✤The DD channel predicts rates and a delay time distribution that is 
comparable to observations
✤Do the rates of the violent merger channel match up?

✤ Single-degenerate channel
✤ The SD channel is very sensitive to assumptions for the WD 
accretion efficiency and CE-evolution
✤ Can enough WDs accrete up to the Chandrasekhar limit?

✤ Binary population synthesis
✤ Differences in BPS results are not caused by numerical effects, but 
by different assumptions of input physics 



Conclusions

✤ Questions?


